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By Alex “Nick” Arevalo
arevalo@uniondaleschools.org

In July, the student body and the faculty were hit with news no one could have ever imagined. Throughout social media, text messages,
and word of mouth. The message of Mr. Klein’s passing shocked the heart of those who knew him.
Students of all ages, the good, the bad, the smart, or even the ones who barely came to school, took to social media to express their feelings for the passing of arguably one of the best teachers who ever stepped foot in this building. Clearly Mr. Klein held an important spot in the
hearts of his friends, family and students.
Although I never personally experienced having Mr. Klein as a teacher, I can speak for most students when I say there was never a bad
day for anyone who stepped into his room. Even though I was not in his class, I made a point to drop by at least once a day just to say hello.
Mr. Klein could always be seen with a smile on his face and always ready to listen or tell one of his extremely corny jokes.
Three of what I consider my closest friends had Mr. Klein two years ago. We had a trademark of being known for our clothing. We
would wear Supreme Clothing almost every day to his class and he could not help but to ask what was the meaning behind it. The clothing
brand would release new merchandise every Thursday, so every Thursday he would ask, “What did you guys get from that new Supreme today?” I think of Mr. Klein every time I place an order with Supreme.
For those who did not have the opportunity to meet Mr. Klein I am hoping you will have a chance to meet him in the words of others.
The following are a few special memories that people shared about our beloved Mr. Klein:
Even after I had him as a teacher, he remembered my name and every time he saw me in the hallways he said hi and asked what shirt I was
wearing. – Dennis Abarca Class of 2014 Alumni
Whenever I think of Mr. Klein - I can just see him smiling, and then I start to smile too, he was always so kind and generous to everyone.
Mr. Klein had an easy going attitude that made others gravitate towards him. He also made THE BEST buffalo chicken dip I ever ate!
Ms.. Kaufman
Mr. Klein was one of the kindest people I have ever known. Being around Mr. Klein inspired me to be a better person.- Mr. O’Sullivan
I worked with Tom and he always had a great attitude and had a good sense of humor. We had a great time working on the ice cream lab
and going to the Colony Diner during parent - teacher conferences. - Mr. Cohen
He was kind, funny, and definitely the most interesting man on the planet... He was a great friend and would give you the shirt off his back.
- Mr. Kuncze
Mr. Klein was a walking advertisement for all the local supermarkets. He could always tell you what was on sale and where the best prices
were for anything. My favorite Klein Quote: “Haas avocados: 4 for $2 at ShopRite. - Mr. Barlow
Mr. Klein, who everyone I knew on the staff called TK, was truly the most interesting man in the world. He knew something about everything and knew everyone in the school. - Mr. Shields
T.K. was notorious for being disorganized. Every time there was a mess, anywhere, we would tease him and say it was his fault, even when
he had nothing to do with it. He would always say “You’re right, it was probably me. - Dr. Stacey Stern
Mr. Klein was a friendly, pleasant person all the time. He always had a smile on his face whenever he entered the main office. He’ll be
missed. - Ms. Thomas-Jemison
Most interesting manI have ever met. It was a privilege to have had him as a friend and colleague. He was great conversationalist, talking
to everyone. Literally knew almost every student in the school. As a chemistry teacher, at home he brewed his own beer to perfection. Knew
everything about everything. Could adapt and provide insight into any topic. He held a number of jobs before becoming a teacher in a wide
range of industries. Devoted to his craft and enjoying life with his family. He would do anything for you, a truly compassionate person who
will be missed. - Mr. Mullervy
I was fortunate enough to attend St. Francis Preparatory with Mr. Klein. My high school years are a blur and I do not remember many who
I went to school with - but I do remember Mr. Klein and his great smile and contagious laugh. I was thrilled when we became colleagues.
Klein had kept his great sense of humor ad ability to make me laugh. I loved his weekly announcements about supermarket sales and will
hear him yelling down the hallway, “Hey Locurto! Captain Crunch 2 for $5 @ King Kullen.” This world lost a wonderful light when Tom
passed. I will miss him dearly. - Ms. Stacey Locurto
Mr. Klein’s outfits always made me laugh. My personal favorite: Villanova bowling shirt, Timberland boots,no laces.- Mr. Miller
There was never a dull moment or even anything bad to say about Mr. Klein. Mr. Klein impacted the lives of many by providing a funny outlook on life, a better day at school, or as you can see a better price on your groceries. He will be dearly missed by his Uniondale family.
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A Day In The Life of Girls Who Code
By Ariana Campbell
acampbell@uniondaleschools.org

Now this is a story all about how my life
got twisted upside down, but before I begin on this
road, I’d like to tell you all about Girls Who Code.
Girls Who Code, aka GWC, is a nonprofit
organization created by Reshma Saujani. The reason for Saujani forming this nonprofit was to close
the gender gap between women and men in the
computer science/programming workforce.
Computer science, by definition, is “the
study of the principles and use of computers” and
computer programming is the use of these principles to create a program where a computer can
complete a certain task based on a set of algorithms.
Prior to the program I, like many young
girls around the world, was not interested in such a
field. Based on the facts that it is a male dominated
field, it just did not seem appealing. But I was
wrong! Coding is a mind-opening activity where
you can make virtually anything you want. It is a
set of skills that can be applied in any other field-journalism, fashion illustration, science research-the list goes on and on. But that is a simple fact
that lots of people are unaware of.
It is mainly due to the fact that the general
public perceives coders as an elite group of people
whose intelligence far surpasses the intelligence
of the average individual. And that perception is
ultimately false. Yes, coding does take quite a large
amount of brainpower at first, but in its most simplistic form, it is just logic.
That word “logic” is a major component
in computer programming. In order to make the
computer do what you want, you must instruct it
to do so through various programming languages
e.g. JavaScript, Python, C#. Without using a language, it is impossible to code because they set
up the structure and order in which each func-

tion should occur. For instance “var m = document.getElementById(“Mickey”);” or “<button
onclick=”drawMickey()”>Click me</button>,”
are instructions the computer receives from the
programmer to perform a specific function. Basically coding creates a set of algorithms that have a
specific end goal. And they must be broken down to
ensure the program works properly.
Computers may seem smart, but in actuality they are no smarter than a newborn baby, and
without proper instruction, you will be looking at a
blank screen forever.
In the beginning, the concepts were difficult,
but through practice and conditioning, it became
much easier. Because of the Girls Who Code program in the Moody’s NYC building Floor 19, my
interest in coding has skyrocketed. My amazing
teachers Shur, Lynn, and Amritha made the process
fun and interactive.
The twenty girls in the classroom this summer, including myself, all learned the basics of
robotics, web applications, graphics and design, and
networking. Some days we would learn in the classroom and other days we would go on field trips to
hear from established professionals from Moody’s
and Microsoft. Being in that room for seven weeks
has broadened my knowledge of the diversity in our
country as well. My classroom was fairly diverse
and what makes it even memorable is the fact that
we never let our differences affect our friendships.
Personally, I believed that I would hate
coding and that I would be stuck in a room full
of master coders who would look down upon me
because I had absolutely no experience. When I
walked into the Moody’s building in NYC, I was
greeted by one of my teacher’s assistant, Sulin Park
(Lynn for short) and we talked about college for a
little. As soon as I entered the classroom, I was sure
that I would be an outsider. Thankfully, my nineteen
classmates and my teachers made sure everyone
was comfortable.

The Importance of the Crummy
Independent Art Film
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By Elber Mejia
Films. We all have our favourites, don’t we?
Whether you are a snarky and pretentious no-life
who spends hours upon hours on disserting why your
favourite movies are nuclear grade trash (like yours
truly), or a regular human being who likes to enjoy
things (I would wonder why you would), we all can
say that films are enjoyable on some degree.
If I know one thing other than how to write
run-on sentences for comedic effect, it’s that some
people don’t like to have fun with filmography. For
some people, the process of creating a film requires
the upmost of egotism and a bourgeois attitude that
just screams,“Hello, peasants! I know how to use the
word ‘ennui’ in a sentence. Aren’t you proud of me,
mother?!”
Now if that interrobang hints at anything, it’s
that these individuals are fueled on their own messiah
complexes and dangerously high-caffeinated energy
“drinks.” These individuals, usually long bearded and/
or underweight men with “ironically” oversized glasses and pre-2000-Madonna-esque (or post-2007-BritneySpears-esque) women, usually have way too much
of their parents’ disposable income to NOT waste
their time on a wide angle shot of a tin can lasting 14
minutes with a budget of half the GDP of China and a
voiceover by David flipping Bowie. They’re usually so
high brow and niche, they tip the scale the same way
an obese elephant makes the bathroom scale run over
the zero again. These guys end up in the cave, once
known as their mother’s basement, enjoying the smell
their own flatulence and laughing at Seltzer-Friedberg
movies.
But all hazing aside, why are their independent films so important to the filmmaking community?
Well, and I can’t believe I’m going to say this, but it
opens up the medium of film to a wider audience. Now
while I’m repressing 17 gag reflexes at once, allow me
to develop my argument.
Of course I find a movie like, I don’t know,
Ghostbusters (1984) or whatever to be a much better film than Gerry (2002). It’s an excellent film for
beginners to analyze, as it’s genre defying capabilities
equate to really unique variety of shots, from wide
angles of the Stay Puft Marshmallow Man crushing
New York City, in his outrageously sugary and gelatinous rampage to extreme close ups of Bill Murray’s
umm… self.

It is an objectively more popular film, grossing
in at $229,242,989 on release, while Gerry managed a
measly $254,683. Gerry is definitely not my favourite
Matt Damon film, Good Will Hunting (1997), takes
the cake on that one, as well as the 7-course-all-youcan-eat-buffet-and-dinner-theatre, as well as winning
my“Damned Near Best Robin Williams Role, But
World’s Greatest Dad, Aladdin, and Ms. Doubtfire Still
Exist, So There’s That” award.
What’s that you say? You’ll have to speak a
bit louder, I can’t hear you over all this fun I’m having.
What’s that? Good Will Hunting was also an independent film? Well thank you disembodied voice that may
be interpreted as the reader or some outside source,
implying but not limited to spooky ghosts, you’ve just
given me a transition.
Here is what the article is about: Independent films provide a new viewpoint to intrigue audiences that are tired
of the old “dude accomplishes goal by blowing up half
of Chicago or seducing that one women who hated him
just 40 minutes ago” premise.
Successful independent films are usually the
most detailed vision of the director. All great directors
have roots in independent films, and their popularity has
extended their visions onto fully produced blockbusters.
Remember Ghostbusters earlier? Ivan Reitman
himself started as a Broadway show producer, with films
being a later forte. Spielberg himself even said, when
referring to one of his first films, The Last Gunfight
(1958), “…so I asked the scoutmaster if I could tell a
story with my father’s movie camera. He said yes, and I
got an idea to do a Western. I made it and got my merit
badge. That was how it all started.”
It’s the intrigue that separates the good independent films from the bad ones. All independent films
in some way avoid formulaic design, as they are usually
solely created by the auteur and his inspiration, while
being absent of an industrial filmmaking committee.
What truly defines the enjoy ability of an independent
film is really just subjective, however, no one can deny
the importance of crummy independent art films.
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By Isela Marchuca
imarchuca@uniondaleschools.org

Uniondale hosts an exchange
student from Germany
Meltem Yildiz seems like an ordinary student that one might see on a
daily basis walking the halls of UHS. But what many do not know is that she
is one of the few foreign exchange students the school has ever had.
Meltem is originally from Turkey but now lives in Bochum Nordreihn
-Westfalen, a small town in Germany with her parents and older sister. She is
currently staying with who she calls her hostSister, Brianna Murray--who is
also a student at
Uniondale High School.
Meltem states that she chose to be a foreign exchange student because
she wants to “collect new experience with a different country, different people
and culture.” She wants know how life is in different countries and plans to go
back to Germany in December.
Of course being halfway across the world in a new country presents
her with some new and exciting things. When asked what was the strangest/
most out of her ordinary thing she has seen she told me that on a trip to Times
Square she saw two women in bathing suits wrapped around the American
flag. “We don’t have that back at home we don’t go on streets with a bikini.”
Meltem said that the school system is completely different than
the one in Germany. She even described it as her least favorite thing about
America. She claimed that the constant multiple choice tests made it seem as
if she wasn’t learning much and that school in Germany was much more difficult. She is a part of the Uniondale girls’ tennis team and enjoys being a part
of a team sport.
For Meltem, the United States is just one of the countries she has
visited in her short lifetime. She has visited England,France, Switzerland,
Norway, the Netherlands, Italy, Spain and she can now add the U.S to that list.

Meltem has described her time in the United States as an amazing
learning experience and wants to tell the students reading is “If you have the
opportunity to do something like as amazing as becoming a foreign exchange
student, to just do it. I can’t promise it will be perfect but life isn’t perfect
and each experience whether good or bad should be used as an opportunity to
learn.”
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Is school about learning or more about test 		
						scores?
ajones@uniondaleschhols.org

Are you tired of going to school
and only learning about things that are
going to be on a test? This has become a
huge problem here in New York that both
students and parents are grappling with.
What ever happened to learning
for fun or learning to gain knowledge?
Over the last couple of years learning to
gain knowledge has disappeared and has
been replaced by learning what is going
to be on the test.
Everyone has an opinion on
whether school is about learning or more
about tests. Unfortunately, this problem
occurs in every school district outside of
Uniondale High School. Today the focus
in school is mainly on Regents’ exams
and SAT test, and students are not really
getting the proper education they need to
succeed in life.
Students, including myself, can
say that they were taught lessons for
the Regents and forget everything they
learned as soon as they take the test. The
big question now is do teachers feel the
same way?
I had the chance to sit down with
a student teacher from Uniondale High
School. She felt that school is mostlyabout taking tests rather than learning because teachers have to do what they are
required to do. Teachers who do not meet
the percentage of passing can ultimately
be deemed ineffective.
Roshael Gallimore, Uniondale
High School senior, agrees with the fact

that school has become more about
test than actual learning. “I recall a
time when I entered algebra and it
became all about the common core,”
Gallimore said. “We did not really
learn the basic math we need to succeed at a job.”
Although this is how Gallimore
feels many people could argue that the
basic math one needs for a job is what
you were taught in elementary school.
Today’s generation is all about calculators and electronics, whereas before,
students had to solve a problem using
only a pen and paper.
The fact that schools are more
focused on tests means that there is a
greater demand for calculators. This is
because the type of problems that are
on common core exams are the ones
that need calculators.
One may question if this is really fair. Unfortunately, this has become
our new world and schools will never
be the same. Most believe that schools
main focus are tests now. What people
fail to realize is we cannot blame the
teachers. They have no choice but to
listen to what the State says because if
they do not they can lose their jobs.
The State wants children to
pass tests for results and it is up to the
schools to prep them for it. Who you
choose to put the blame on is up to
you, but think carefully. Is the school
really to blame or is New York State?
The choice is up to you!

Nick’s Notes

By Nicholas DeMarco
ndemarcho@uniondaleschols.org
As I sit at my table in the far back corner of the
cafeteria, over the roar of all my peers, a friend of
mine walks over with a mini bluetooth speaker.
Everyone rushes to connect their phones, but once
someone finally does, there’s a big disappointing
sigh, those who do not agree with what is being
played.
The speaker gets passed around like a baton in
a race until someone finally plays something worth
listening to. When I really take the time to think
about it this is the clearest example that everyone
has their own individual musical taste.
Most of the time when I have conversations
with my friends about the latest albums that have
been released it is a heated debate on whether the
artist’s newest body of work was a total hit or a
complete miss. I want the people to be involved
in my articles I want their opinions over mine
because in reality who can take the opinion of
just one person seriously, the only way to cover a
topic such as this righteously is to get the public
involved.
For example, Chicago Rapper Lil Herb released his highly anticipated mixtape entitled; Ball
Like I’m Kobe 3. Many of my friends went crazy
and are still raving over this project. This style of
music is a little too modern for my taste, so to give
it an unbiased review I asked many of those who
gave the tape a fair listen to provide their opinion.
Many gave it a generous rating of 9/10.
Another, more recent release was the joint
project from the newly formed collaborative team
of rappers Drake and Future entitled What a Time
to Be Alive. The opinion of those I have spoken to,
reported a tracks such as the “30 for 30 freestyle”
and “Jump man” are certified earworms ( a song
that is stuck in one’s head) after you listen to it
once. The rapper latest project from Future called
Beast Mode 2 is set to release sometime soon but
no further details are known.
Another more anticipated body of work
is the Kendrick Lamar and J.cole Project entitled
Out Of the Sky. Fans like me finally have some
information about this album that will most likely
be one of the most legendary pieces of work in a
long time. There has been no release date or cover
art yet, but with Kendrick’s last project To Pimp
a Butterfly and J. Cole’s last project 2015 Forest
Hills Drive there is a guarantee we are looking at
an all-time hip hop enthusiast’s dream.
Between collaborative projects being finished and solo projects in the works, hopefully the
next couple of months will be a good time for the
music industry.

Rock
the Vote
By: Edgardo Castillo
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For seniors in our Uniondale family the 2015-2016
school year is a big year. Apart from it being my last step in my
high school career, 2016 also falls on a presidential election
year.
Seniors, who are 18 or will be turning 18 throughout
the year will finally be able to cast their vote to choose their
country’s leader for the first time.
Jonatan Villalobos, a Uniondale senior said “I’m excited to vote for the first time it will mean a lot to me.”
Our school is rich in diversity and many students have
different views on who they think is best fit for the job at the
white house.
The presidential election though still early is well on
its way. After a series of debates the Grand Old Party has a few
contenders that stand out.
Donald Trump, businessman from New York, is the
Republican front runner. Even though he has no political background many believe he can bring our economy back to how it
once was.
Republican Jeb Bush, former governor of Florida is
a pro-life candidate. He defunded Planned Parenthood in that
state. He is for a stronger military and on immigration he is
for earned legal status. On education, Bush believes the federal
government should be less involved and states should allow to
opt out of Common Core.
Neurosurgeon, Dr.Ben Carson is also a Republican
hopeful. He is pro-life and says same sex marriage is the law.
He is for medical marijuana. On immigration, he believes some
legal status is possible for undocumented immigrants.
Other Republican candidates include Carly Fiorina,
Chris Christie, Marco Rubio, and Ted Cruz.
Some students in our school however, are leaning more towards
the left.
David Chavez when asked on which candidate as of
now would have his vote said, “I think Democrat Bernie Sanders. His views on climate change and how it will affect us is
important.”
Jonatan Villalobos also said, “I think Bernie would
have my vote. Donald Trump is just entertaining to watch.”
The Democratic race is not as crowded as the GOP’s.
Two candidates seem to have all the spotlight.
Former secretary of state Hillary Clinton and Senator
Bernie Sanders are head to head in their party.
Bernie Sanders is pro-choice. He believes African
Americans in our country are inappropriately imprisoned or
killed. On education, he is for Common Core. On the economy,
sanders believes more taxes on the 1% instead of middle class.
Hillary Clinton is pro-choice. On immigration she is
for comprehensive reform. She supports the Black Lives Matter
Movement by having bought up the topic and how it needs to be
fixed in America. She is also for bankruptcy reform.
Though many seniors are very well aware of the candidates there are a few who seem disinterested.

Christopher P. said, “I’m not voting,” when asked
about the candidates. Stephanie C said, “I’m kind of excited, I don’t really know the candidates though.”
November 2016 is only a year away and many seniors are
involved.
Everyone counts, so seniors go out register and let your
voice be heard!
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Senior Sitdown with Nadhia Seaton
By Ariana Campbell

Like most high
school seniors today,
Nadhia Seaton, 18, has an
subjective view of others
and believes that there are
some people in this world
who are not worthy of her
trust, but there was one
special moment in her
life, that changed how she
viewed everything...
From the beginning of elementary
school, we have been
told to make friends and
be nice to everyone. But
if Nadhia is saying “you
can’t trust these haters,”
then clearly there is a
transitional period in our
lives, where we begin to
label people other than “a
friend.”
Nadhia said that
this period in time was
middle school. She said
“I always made sure I
was nice and funny, but I
guess that didn’t matter.”
When people want to see
your good side, they will,
and when they don’t, they
become labeled as “haters.”
But with the adoption of her family pet, she
learned that people can

change and so should she.
Nadhia’s mother
and father are both from
Jamaica and are precious
people to her. Nevertheless, they do not always
get along. But that is
normal for most families.
People are not perfect, so
their relationships will not
be either.
Interestingly
enough,
Nadhia has
come up
with a way
to better her
relationship;
she continuously tells
herself that
it is “better

her heart. She said it
was the best experience of her life and she
simply said, “He made
me happy.”

Normally people from America are
much more loving and
appreciative towards
domestic animals, but
people
from the
Caribbean
are indifferent towards pets.
And this
statement
definitely
applied to
Nadhia’s
parents,
who
Arianna and Nadhia

to have an issue fixed,
leaving behind a few hurt
feelings, than to have an
unresolved issue build
up and explode one day.”
So she kept this belief in
mind when she adopted
Rocky.
When Nadhia
adopted her second dog,
Rocky, she knew that she
would love him with all

believe that animals
don’t belong in the
house, they belong
outside.
Because of this
mentality, her parents
and most of her family
were against her adopting Rocky.
Thankfully,
she used her new way

of thinking, to convince
her parents that Rocky
would grow on them and
would truly become a
part of the family. And
by their surprise they
did. It was a great turn
of events, especially for
Rocky!
But if they did
not come to terms with
accepting him as a part
of the family, it would
not have mattered
because according to
Nadhia, “He was not going anywhere.”
Throughout all
of Nadhia’s trials and
tribulations, she figured out that “haters”
are simply people who
do not understand the
different points of view,
and thus become close
minded. But through
positive reinforcement,
she realized that that
was what was best.
And in the end,
the new situation was
better for all of them.
Nadhia even said “My
family now treats Rocky
better than I thought
they would have.”
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The Voice...
Young people should not focus their efforts on developing
just one talent. Although the one talent that they are focusing on
can lead to extraordinary rewards, it narrowly limits new experiences and meaningful interactions with people who have other interests. It also does not give young people the chance to try out other
talents that they can also possibly be good or even better in.
Speaking from experience, since 7 grade I only had to focus for
one talent and one talent only, softball. At first I began my softball
career in the outfield but I knew and felt that it was not my calling.
One day I asked my coach during practice while doing fielding drills
if I could try out shortstop, it went pretty well when she said “This
just might be the position for you.”
th

Shortly after, she huddled the team up together for an announcement and asked “by any chance, is there anyone interested
in being a pitcher or catcher?” I thought to myself “It does look
cool, you don’t really have to run, and you are basically the star of
the show besides the batter who is up at the plate… eh, why not.”
I raised my hand and from there I began my pitcher training. Since
then I have been a starting pitcher throughout my whole middle
school and high school career until one day freshman year in high
school.
I remember talking with my friend Jamila discussing how I
did not make the cuts for volleyball and how I hated not being active and I did not know what other sport to do. She asked me about
swimming. I did not even know that we had a swim team. She told
me to follow her and introduced me to the swim coach. The coach
seemed happy about having a new girl try out. I had missed the
deadline for tryouts that particular year but she told me to definitely
come back the following year.
I went to tryouts the last 2 weeks in August and it was unlike anything I ever expected. I went from being the newbie in lane
1 who could not swim to being one of the top girls on the team
who is both a distance and sprinter. I have made All Conference
2 years in a row, and had an undefeated conference champions
season her senior year.
This is why young people should not just focus all their efforts on one single talent. These are the years to experiment and
try out all these different activities to see what they like and they
can see themeselves developing into bigger and better greatness
later on in their life. I regret not experimenting with swimming earlier
on in my life.

Senioritis is a supposed affliction of students in their
final year of high school or college, characterized by a decline
in motivation or performance.
Some of the signs of senioritis are lack of school work,
leaving school early or skipping class or school in general.
This correlates to grades dropping.
A Uniondale High School alumni, Anna Baires, said,
“I used to cut class more than I ever did in my high school
years, I even left a few days. Most of all I think senioritis is a
myth more than an actual disease.”
We might think just because we got to 12th grade and
filed college applications, that we are definitely graduating
and getting accepted to college. Even though  we get senior
privileges, like late arrival, and early dismissal, for some seniors like me, senioritis hits early. It causes excessive absence
and it is mostly due to laziness.
Nestor Recinos a senior said, “For me, it feels like not
wanting to do anything anymore because it’s my last year, so I
feel too lazy to do school related work.”
Senioritis is not really a physical disease, it is a phenomena, when seniors look at the finish line and say they are
done.
According to http://parentingteens.about.com/od/
HighSchoolSenioritis/a/Signs-And-Symptoms-SenioritisIdentify.htm, some other signs and symptoms are having
a hard time getting out of bed, lackadaisical attitude about
homework and school projects, poor hygiene, apathy to their
future, and using alcohol and drugs.
Most seniors have a job and work many hours and that
can interfere with the school schedule, some play sports out
of school and some go out late on weekends and have fun in
their own ways. This causes seniors to be very exhausted from
a very long weekend and not want to go to school like I have
done before and can relate to. Seniors cannot let this “disease
or myth” bring them down and affect their future. Some may
agree seniors might not really benefit from the last year but it
matters. When they get to graduation day they are going to be
glad they survived senioritis.
				

By Gabby Velasquez

By Juan Barahona

				

In my high school many of the students do cheat, but that is
not because they need to cheat to survive the year but because their
mindset on cheating derives from how easy it has become and how
quickly it gets the work done.
If students understand a subject and the teacher for that class
assigns homework they find it easier to just look up the answers online and finish homework quickly rather than sitting down for half an
hour and working out problems that they already understand.
I believe that students cheat now more than ever in the past
because of how easy it is to search the Internet for any answer to their
homework questions. With technology advancing there are many new
ways of cheating on tests, homework, and projects. Students can look
up and share answers with fellow classmates through text messages
and instant messaging applications on their phones. There are even
apps that can take photos of math equations and answer them.
While this may seem like a student’s “dream” tool, it takes

away from them ever learning the subject unless they are
already comfortable with work.
Most students do understand the differences between
cheating and plagiarism that is why many of them edit answers before putting it into their homework. Many of the students feel the need to cheat because they are worried if they
get poor grades they will not get into good colleges after high
school.
Our public education system focuses heavily on high
test grades while not worrying whether or not the students
learn the subject or not. Many students are left with very few
options when an assignment is due and they do not know how
to complete the work.
Cheating to pass should not be justified by a school
system that does not prioritize learning, but it should be understood as to why students cheat so often.

By Freddy Amaya
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Too Early for School
Are you tired of waking up early to go to
school? Do you feel like you deserve more sleep
time? All schools in the world should all have a
set time for school to start. That time should be at
9:00 am for many different reasons. Students need
more rest in order to focus in class and succeed in
school.
Studies showed that adolescents require as
much sleep as they had when they were children
which means around 8 to 9 hours. When a person’s
sleep pattern changes during puberty, it can contribute to sleepiness which impairs daytime functioning.
Most students get homework and this
makes them stay up late. Homework is needed
in order to determine whether or not that student
understands the lesson so the only other thing to
change would be the arrival time for students. If
students were allowed to arrive at school at a later
time, I am sure that school districts would see a
difference in the attendance.
In 2014, an organization called The National Sleep Foundation worked with a United
States representative to try and introduce a legislation that would address the relationships between
school arrival times and young adult’s health. The
bill has not yet been supported but it was created to
show that there is an issue with the arrival time that
schools have.
If all schools chose to make their arrival
time a little later, they would see a difference in
attendance, grades, and even behavior. When students have more sleep they operate differently and
are more alert. This is a worldwide issue and I am
sure that many students would agree with me. It is
time for all schools to make a later arrival time for
their students.
			

By Allure Jones

		

The Hat Debate			

		

				

In Uniondale High School an issue that
students have is that they are not allowed to wear
hats or hoods in school. Even if students wear hats
or hoods in lunch they will receive in school suspension. 		
Lunch is supposed to be a free period for
students where they can just relax, chill with friends,
and just take a break from anything related to
school. Students are only offered forty-three minutes
for lunch so wearing a hat or hood for that long does
not have an effect on anyone. Many students are
not satisfied with what the school comes up with for
rules.
Chris Melendez, a Uniondale High School
junior, received in school suspension for just wearing a hat. Chris always wears hats, he does not like
how his hair looks at times so he feels like he should
cover it with the hat. He has been caught several
times and has had his hats confiscated. He gets more
disgusted because he hates the fact that he cannot
even wear his hat at lunch. Melendez said, “Uniondale High School feels like a jail at times. We are the
denied freedom to simply wear a hat.
Ernesto Pineda also has received a consequence
for hat wearing at Uniondale High School. Ernesto barely
wears hats, only when they cut his hair too short. He
rarely gets caught but when he does it bothers him. He
feels like wearing a hat should not be an issue in this day
and age.
Pineda said,” In all my 4 years of being in this
school, probably the most useless rule has to be the no
hats or hoods in school. There is no harm being done
with them on. I don’t believe they distract students in
anyway. Students can wear hats or not wear hats and they
will still learn the same material, pay attention in the
same way, and will not distract anybody.
I wish all these rules that deny some freedom
for students would change. Hat or hoods in no way harm
anybody in Uniondale High School, or any other school.
Some people need a hat on because they have a bad hair
day or something and the hat helps their confidence. Hats
are also in many ways freedom of expression. That is
also one of the amendments that are given to each United
States citizen. By not allowing students to wear a hat
it denies them their freedom for expression, This rule is
antiquated and needs to be changed.
			By Luis Cubas
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By Ijenaa Doran
Uniondale High School
has a very good student council.
If you’re not already involved
in our schools student council I
advise you to join.
It is a great club to put
on your resume. If you are passionate about politics, focused
on a career in the government
or just want to help make a
difference, then get involved.
It is a bonus to put on your
resume and it shows your future
employers that you can take
initiative.
The head of our student council is Ms. Biggs, she
is our leader and a wonderful
person. Being a member of her
group made me feel good about
myself. Helping people makes
me happy and I feel like a very
good and caring person.
Being a member of student council allows you to take
action especially if you have a
school complaint.

We provide for the needy
and the poor. We also participate in
some good events. Some thing we
do and provide at our community
schools is food. During the holidays give what we can get. During Thanksgiving time we ask our
students and staff to provide boxes
and cans to help those in need. Every year we provide a tremendous
amount of food for those who do
not have.
During Christmas time we
ask people to take the time a buy or
even donate some things like toys
so we could make children who
would normally not receive any
gifts happy.
During the yearstudent
council makes baskets with different things in them and we raffle
them off to our staff at UHS. We
do this to raise money for not only
our team but for our school.
Joining student council
is a fun way to get involved with
our school. And it’s a great way

ident - Assists the
class president and
fills in when the
president is unavailable.

to make friends and meet new
people. Improving school issues
will definitely get you noticed
around the hallways.
More importantly, if
you have a school complaint,
whether it’s about class sizes
or any other school related
issue then you can help to
bring about a change by taking
a stance and standing up for
students’ rights.

 Class Secretary
- Keeps accurate
records of meetings
and student body
activity schedules.
 Class Treasurer –
Keeps track of student body funds.

Getting involved gives
you the opportunity to improve
issues and make your school a
better place.
Some our student councils positions are:
 Class President Supervises student
body activities and
runs council meetings.

I recommend anyone to
come and sign up and be involved
in Uniondale High School’s student council.

 Class Vice-Pres-

Senior Tips
Senior Deadlines
By Stephanie Cruz
As the senior year is well
underway, the stress is following it as well. Meeting deadlines is coming everyone’s way,
leaving less time to go out with
friends. It is all about meeting
the requirements to get into the
college your dreaming of. At this
point in the game there’s no time
for playing games.
Some students feel
stressed with the race to meet
deadlines. Emely Perdomo,
U.H.S. senior, said, “I think meeting college deadlines make students more responsible because
most students tend to procrastinate.”
Students often run to
their guidance counselor to ask
questions about the requirements they need and what they
think is best to include. Some
colleges ask for SAT scores while
others do not.
Ms.Iannotti, guidance
counselor, said, “We encourage
our students to apply to college
as soon as possible it is not wise
to wait until the last minute to
apply to college, colleges with
rolling admission have no official

deadline however students should
think of this as first come first
serve basis.”
When applying to the colleges you want guidance counselors recommend to fill out the
CUNY application if you’re applying
to CUNY schools. You can apply to
6 schools of your choice for $65.
Ms. Iannotti also said, “It
is very important to remember to
keep in contact with your counselor regarding your college selection and all deadlines and requirements.” It is important to keep
organized at this point in the year.
Most students tend to do
the common application to colleges. But some schools have their
own essay they prefer you write
when applying.
The 12th grade college application process requires you to
have at least 2-3 letters of recommendation, a 500 word general essay, resume/student activity sheet
and a record release form. 		
For our class of 2016 all
college applications must be completed and given to your guidance
counselor by January 1st.

By Marisa Concepcion
As the years pass and
our senior year approaches, the
excitement begins.
Although there is more
added stress it is a year you will
never forget. It is important to
make new memories with your
friends and have new adventures
to explore.
There is no denying it,
senior year is stressful. There are
ways to reduce this stress, like
joining a club or school sport.
During your senior year it
is essential you keep yourself active, get a part time job or do stuff
you will enjoy with your group of
friends.
Every senior has many
responsibilities that includes passing the classes needed to graduate
and beginning to choose colleges
to apply to and visiting those
schools as well.
The SAT is difficult and
stressful factor. Doing well on the
SAT exam, passing classes, writing college essays. This “senior
stress” is enough to make any
senior curl up in a fetal position
and pull the cover over his or her
head.
College essays and asking teachers for recommendation
letters contributes to the senior

stress.
Applying for scholarships
and figuring out how to apply to
financial aid is tough too. Despite
all these factors no one can stop
seniors from enjoying their last
year of high school.
It is important to attend
senior class meetings and get
involved to create new activities.
Gather a group of friends and enjoy a weekend away from parents
for the senior trip.
Do activities outside of
your school to keep yourself preoccupied in a good way, on your
spare time. Most seniors are ready
to leave their high school and
enjoy the college life.
Angie De Paz, senior, said
“I’m happy to leave the Uniondale because I am now stepping
in to being a responsible young
adult.”
Becoming an adult and
entering a new adventure is exciting and most students want to
experience it. As the year starts
coming to an end, be sure to stay
focused on your studies but find
the time to enjoy yourself as well.

